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Interior Accessories
 Universal Tablet Holder
$111.34
The Universal tablet holder is compatible with virtually all multimedia devices. 
It holds your tablet, phone, music or video player in place. The Universal tablet 
holder is intended for passengers only. Drivers should always be sure to obey 
traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road traffic conditions at all 
times.

 Toyota Genuine Dash Camera
$597.41
The Toyota Genuine Dash Camera is designed to provide a safe and 
memorable driving experience in your Toyota vehicle. Safely record the on-
goings of the open road while keeping your eyes on the road. Never miss a 
moment in motion; capture it! The Toyota Genuine Dash Camera will also 
allow you to record the surroundings of your vehicle while it is parked.

 START+ Long Range Remote Engine Starter
$975.15
Toyota START+ long range remote engine starter enables you to start your 
Toyota from 800 meters or 2,600 feet away (unobstructed). Toyota START+ 
activates your pre-set heating and air conditioning system, as well as your 
front and rear defoggers. Non-Genuine remote engine starters and any 
damages or failures resulting from installation and use, are not covered by any 
Toyota warranty. Only the Genuine Toyota START+, is covered by Toyota 
warranty. All Non-Genuine remote engine starter installation is hostile and 
requires cutting, splicing and soldering of wires and/or require an additional 
immobilizer bypass device. All features may not be applicable to all vehicle 
models.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 Tub Style All Season Floor Mats
$163.40
Toyota Tub Style All-Season Floor Mats are an advanced concept in superior 
protection for the vehicle's interior. • These floor mats fully cover the floor and 
surrounding edges on all sides. • Sculpted channels are designed to trap 
water, mud, moisture, and debris, and help keep carpet clean and dry • The 
high-tech composite materials ensure these mats will not crack or harden in 
freezing weather • Anti-skid ridges make the mats perfectly fit in your vehicle, 
and prevent them from shifting • One piece rear mat to help provide more 
complete coverage • Molded Tacoma logo on the front mats • Set of 3

 Power Tailgate Lock
$437.60
Add even more convenience and security with the Power Tailgate Lock. This 
system locks and unlocks the vehicle’s tailgate remotely using the original 
vehicle key fob.

Exterior Accessories
 Side Step Bars - 4-inch
$554.00
A rugged good look. The dual step pads not only help passengers get into a 
vehicle but also give the vehicle a rugged look. Available in Aluminium, these 
wedge step bars are custom fitted and designed for your vehicle. Plus, the 
steps are easy to install since no drilling is required.

 Bed Cleat
$53.40
Further enhance your Tacoma’s utility and versatility by adding some 
additional tie-down bed cleats. The tie-down bed cleats are fully adjustable 
and slide along your Tacoma’s bed rail system. They are held in place by a 
spring-loaded, twist/locking clamp, giving you the ultimate flexibility to place 
them anywhere along your bed rails.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 Bed Lighting Kit
$366.78
High-performance LED truck bed lighting helps improve cargo management at 
night or in dark locations •Two separate light assemblies—on the inside bed 
walls and near the rear of the cargo area—provide excellent light distribution 
while loading and unloading •Precise placement angles lights toward 
important cargo locations •Constructed of high-quality, durable materials

 Bed Mat
$152.40
Protect your truck bed when you need it. Custom designed for an exact fit, the 
mat protects against scratches, spills and damage. Made from thick cord-
reinforced, synthetic rubber for durability, the mat is resistant to cracking and 
breaking while also providing airflow and drainage to keep the truck bed dry. 
The anti-slip design also prevents items from sliding in the cargo area. Mat can 
also be trimmed to fit into a truck with a bedliner.

 Hard Tri-Fold Tonneau Cover
$1,500.40
Versatile tri-fold design to suit all kinds of cargo needs. - The hard tri-fold 
tonneau cover adds extra security with five rotary latches, so you can rest 
assured that your cargo is protected. - This hard tri-fold tonneau cover is 
weather-resistant and can fold to the cab for bed access - Meets Toyota’s high 
quality standard

 Soft Tri-Fold Tonneau Cover
$767.00
The soft tri-fold tonneau cover gives your truck added versatility. Designed and 
engineered specifically for your Tacoma, this low-profile soft tonneau cover is 
made from lightweight aluminum and the highest-grade vinyl in the industry. 
Backed by a factory 3-year/60,000km New Vehicle Limited Warranty, and can 
be incorporated into your vehicle payments.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 Cargo Net
$53.40
Handy way to keep things from sliding around. The Toyota Cargo Net has a 
rugged hammock-style netting with elastic closure. The flexible, nylon braided 
net secured by tie-down rings in the cargo area prevents items from flying 
around while on the road. The stretchable net secures and protects all of your 
cargo. Easy to install, it can easily be removed and stored in a compact way 
when not in use.

 Black Tailgate Insert Badge
$105.10
• Individual letters fit in the stamped tailgate “Tacoma” logo • Easily attaches 
with strong adhesive • Two colors available: bright chrome and flat black

 Chrome Tailgate Insert Badge
$90.10
• Individual letters fit in the stamped tailgate “Tacoma” logo • Easily attaches 
with strong adhesive • Two colors available: bright chrome and flat black

 Roof Rack
$507.00
Designed for Tacoma Double Cab models, the Roof Rack further enhances the 
truck’s utility and cargo management versatility. The low-profile design 
integrates with Tacoma’s styling, and the cross bars can be locked in place or 
stowed in line with the roof rails when not in use. Rated for a 100 lbs load 
capacity when evenly distributed across both bars.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 5-in. Oval Tube Steps - Black
$793.80
5-in. oval tube steps provide dual-molded and skid-resistant heavy-duty step 
pads on both sides of the vehicle •Step pads help to channel water off the 
tube •Durable, lightweight aluminum construction is chip and rust resistant 
•Features chrome plated or black powder-coat finish for protection against the 
elements •Meets all Toyota-required load, cyclic and durability testing 
•Custom engineered for specific mounting locations provided on the vehicle, 
allowing for a strong mount with a quick and easy secure installation •Simple, 
no-drill installation

 Exhaust Tip
$99.30
Add to your Tacoma’s bold style with these shiny exhaust tips. Built Toyota-
tough, they’re constructed from polished, corrosion resistant double-walled 
304 stainless steel. Plus, they’re easy to install – no cutting, drilling or welding! 
Features a finely etched Toyota logo.

 Spare Tire Lock
$90.20
Secure your spare tire with a precision machined lock constructed of hardened 
steel with zinc-nickel plating. It quickly attaches to the spare’s crank-down tool 
receiver mechanism, and the key attaches to the crank-down tool in the 
vehicle’s tool kit.

 D-Rings
$169.00
Designed to offer an extra measure of cargo carrying capacity, these truck bed 
D-rings help provide a secure method of tying down equipment and gear in 
the Tacoma bed. Sturdy construction and pivoting capability allow for multiple 
positions and use. (Max capacity per ring is 199.6 kgs).

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 Exhaust Tip - Black Chrome
$156.80
Add to your Tacoma’s bold style with these shiny exhaust tips. Built Toyota-
tough, they’re constructed from polished, corrosion resistant double-walled 
304 stainless steel. Plus, they’re easy to install – no cutting, drilling or welding! 
Features a finely etched Toyota logo.

 Premium Plug-In Block Heater - Optional 5.0m 
Home Power Cable
$65.00
Optional 5.0m Home Power Cable. This cable can be purchased instead of or 
in addition to the standard 2.5m Home Power Cable (PK5A4-89J40)

 Blackout Badges
$223.40
Molded from tough and durable black ABS plastic, blackout emblem overlays 
are engineered to precisely fit over existing badges, making it easy to 
customize in minutes.

 Bed Divider
$461.80
The extra large truck bed can be too big sometimes. The cargo divider will 
allow you to create a smaller partition of your bed space to keep your cargo or 
boxes from flying around inside your truck bed.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 Running Boards
$498.98
Not only do running boards assist in entering a vehicle, they also help protect 
the lower body from road debris. Constructed with high quality material, they 
feature a wide-step surface with plastic step pad. The custom engineering 
ensures a perfect fit and easy installation.

 Premium Plug-In Block Heater - Optional 10m 
Home Power Cable
$100.00
Optional 10m Home Power Cable. This cable can be purchased instead of or in 
addition to the standard 2.5m Home Power Cable (PK5A4-89J40)

 Rear Bumper Step
$339.20
Make the access to your Tacoma a little simpler by installing the Tacoma Bed 
Step. Made from high quality aluminium, this step has a 136 kg (300 lbs.) load 
rating, bolts directly on (no drilling required) and tucks up out of sight when 
not in use.

 Side Step Bars - 5-inch Chrome
$943.80
Gain easy access into your Tacoma while enhancing the exterior appearance. 
These durable and robust 5-inch Side Step Bars feature dual-moulded, skid-
resistant step pads and come in a brilliant chrome finish. Not only does the 
chrome finish look great, it also provides protection against the elements.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 Pro Series Paint Protection Film
$409.00
Guard your Tacoma from weathering, UV radiation and road debris that can 
chip and scratch the finish with 3M Pro Series Genuine Toyota Paint Protection 
Film. This durable and nearly invisible thermoplastic urethane is designed to 
protect the hood and front fenders to maintain a like-new appearance.

 Premium Plug-In Block Heater
$396.00
This custom-designed Block Heater not only warms your vehicle up quicker, 
but also reduces engine strain and wear. The system also helps to save fuel 
and battery power during startups, and the strain relief electrical cord reduces 
cord damage.

 Bed Extender
$377.20
Create some additional space in your Tacoma’s bed with the Bed Extender. It 
extends over the tailgate, creating even more space in Tacoma’s bed for 
carrying your items. The Extender can also be rotated inward, providing an 
enclosed cargo area to secure smaller items with the tailgate closed. Made to 
last with lightweight, high-strength aluminum.

TRD Accessories
 TRD 16" Off-Road Beadlock-Style Alloy Wheels - 
Bronze
$1,721.60
These durable TRD 16-inch off-road beadlock wheels offer owners a distinctive 
and rugged upgrade to their stock wheels. Constructed of low-pressure alloy, 
the wheels provide a higher strength-to-weight ratio for optimal performance. 
They feature a bronze painted finish and machined outer lip with beadlock 
styling. TRD embossed snap-in center cap included.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 TRD Perfomance Exhaust System
$1,432.80
Hear your engine roar - enhance both the presence and appearance of your 
truck with the TRD Exhaust! • Produces a deep, throaty exhaust note • Features 
stainless steel TRD logo-etched tip • Engineered to allow the engine to 
breathe easier and reduce the amount of back pressure in the system • 
Maintains high Toyota quality standards for durability and strength

 TRD LED Fog Lights
$672.50
Engineered by TRD, these intense LED fog lights pack a lot of brightness into a 
compact package. Aluminum housings feature the Rigid Industries® logo, and 
rugged construction helps ensure that these lights can endure harsher 
environments. With their wide-angle beam pattern, these lights help ensure 
you have light when, and where, you need it.

 TRD Shift Knob
$173.40
Enhance your connection to your Tacoma every time you shift with the TRD 
Shift Knob. Delivers an enhanced shifting feel while providing an impressive 
addition to your interior

 TRD Performance Air Filter
$98.40
Pre-oiled and ready to install. Washable and reusable. This exact drop-in 
replacement filter will last the life of the vehicle, provide unrivalled engine 
protection and increase air flow.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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 TRD Performance Air Intake System
$739.40
Feed your engine some cooler air with the TRD Cold Air Intake! • System intake 
is located in the passenger side front fender well to supply engine with cooler, 
denser air rather than hot air from the engine compartment • Designed to work 
with factory ECU and emissions system • Features washable and reusable TRD 
high-flow air filter • Maintains high Toyota quality standards for durability and 
strength

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation 
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not 
include taxes.
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